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Cross-functional work groups attempt to bring
specialists from different company divisions
together to overcome the single silo mentality.
Mark Story investigates what the hallmark
of matrix organisations can offer.

The concept of bringing sales, production,
finance, marketing and IT people together in order

to collaborate on developing regions, markets or

products is nothlng new. But what has seemingly

heightened the corporate world's migration

towards the cross-functional work group (CFW)

is a recognition that by integrating the different

functions that make up a particular process, there will

::

-Lne real ellectlveness oI a Li,w relles on

functional (or departmental) heads having the guts

and vision to relinquish their personal power, and let

team leaders control the resources within their own
Lr, vv. savs rtatnes.

While large organisations appreciate the need

to move away from functional structures, he says

that they often end up with a matrix structure that

be greater business alignment and customer focus

throughout the organisation.

It is the passion with which departmental heads
jealously guard their authority and turf that means

many CFWs are rendered impotent from day one.

At least that's the view of Graham Haines, Managing

Director of Melbourne-based bpi consultants.

Haines maintains that many organisations who are

today earnestly moving towards implementing CFWs

risk ending up with little more than a "Claytons"

veneer of truly functional matrix organisations.

has both a vertical and horizontal component. The

mistake they make, adds Haines, is that the oid

functional organisation is still depicted as the vertical

silo and the new cross-functional organisation as the

horizontal strata.

Almost as if by subterfuge, Haines believes that

managers of the old functional organisation retain their

control over their fiefdoms, and as a result the cross-

functional work groups are often hobbled before they

start. "Matrix organisatlons are often the only practical

structure. But if they are to achieve their desired
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objectives, the levers of power must be transferred to

the heads of the cross-functional work groups or the

strategic business units (SBUs)," says Haines.

Not surprisingly, Haines maintains that

organisations wlll find it much easier to move to

CFWs before their functional structures get too big

and become too well entrenched. Unless a CEO has

the determination and persistence to confront the

entrenched interests of their functional managers,

Haines says any manoeuvres towards a matrix

structure, incorporating CFWs, can be fatally flawed.

So what happens when a CEO is committed and

functional heads refuse to glve up their power and

influence willingly or voluntarily? If functional heads

don't buy into a new organisational structure (that

embraces CFWs), Haines says they have one of two

options: either leave, or risk having their personal

power taken from them.
"Because they have more to lose personally than

to gain. the departmental heads general ly do not

make effective leaders of CFWs," says Haines.
"Their experience is too narrowly based, and with the

exception of the sales manager they're insufficiently

customer oriented or market focused."
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Jeff Taylor, HR Manager with pipe systems

manufacturer Yindex Ltd, says if CFWs are established

properly, both the departmental manager and

CFW leaders should grow through the process by

becoming more connected to customer needs. Taylor

believes it's equally important that the redefining of

a departmental manager's role isn't lnterpreted by the

individual or other staff as a loss of personal power.

Vindex set up focused improvement teams (FITs)

three years ago to help drive continuous improvement

throughout the organisation. Bringing together

people from areas like sales, operations, maintenance,

accounts and distribution, these four to eight-person

FITs have 12 weeks to research. collaborate and

present their findings.
"While management set the agendas, FITs

are empowered to collaborate and make joint

presentations on their conclusions," says Taylor.
"Giving people the scope to participate is an exercise

in delegation and lets departmental heads get on with

the strategy."

According to Jacki Johnson, Insurance Australia

Group's (IAG) CEO of Business Partnershlps, the

ability of CFWs to bring different perspectives and

expertise to bear on a particular problem or issue

makes them equally relevant for both short-term

projects and as a permanent component of the

organisational structure.

Assuming that they are conceived as permanent

fixtures within an organisation, Johnson explains

that leaders of CFWs don't have to be good project

managers. "But they do need to be leaders with

an overview oftheir business, its goals, and the

strategies to achieve them; above all, they must

promote teamwork between members," says Johnson.
"The skill of the CFW team leader is to eliminate a

departmental mental i ty that leads to single

silo thinkinq." FF
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THE MATRIX ORGANISATION

| | Functional structure | | Cross-functional structure

Each cross-functional work group (CFW) operates as a strategic business unit
to meet the needs of a discrete customer sroup. Each cFW draws on the
expertise of the functional experts; functi6nal departments serve the needs
ofthe CFWS. Source: bpi consultants
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What are the steps to implementing CFWs within

an organisation? First, Haines suggests analysing the
effectiveness of the present organisational structure
to achieve the strategic vision. If it doesn't have the
Iatter and a detailed set ofstrategies for achieving it,

tinkeri.ng around with the organisational structure

wili only a) meet a lot of resistance, and b) not

achieve the theoretical gains.

If an organisation does have a well-defined

business strategy, Haines says it needs to ask itself

how the present organisational structure supports
or undermines the alignment of the organisation
behind it. That means ensuring the rationale behind
the restructure is sound and based on practical rather

than theoretical considerations.
"You've got to think through all the implications

ofsuch a restructure before announcing it," advises
Haines. "Involve the key people in the debate on the

shape of the new structure. Don't compromise, and
above all make sure that the leaders of the new CFWs
have the levers of power."
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So once these CFW leaders finally gain control of

the reins, what upside should CFWs deiiver for the

business? The net effects of moving IAG towards a
matrix organisationai structure and implementing

CFWs several years ago, says Johnson, are greater

response time in dealing with customer issues
and greater customer (and staff) satisfaction. For

example, she says, having technical peopie, who are

typically hidden from the customer relationship,
participate in a CFW can suddenly make them feel

more committed to the market.

Based on Johnson's experience, an organisation
will know that its migration to CFWs is becoming

effective when these teams can successfully resolve the

key tensions between the technical and commercial

aspects, without needing the CEO to mediate.

Where is the greatest resistance to CFWs coming

from? Haines says inertia to change is greatest

among those companies that perceive themselves to

be just doing okay. "Large companies in traditional.

industries and markets, especially those that are

currently reasonably profitable or those that haven't
felt the full force of competition, tend be the biggest
procrastinators."

CFWs also risk backfiring, warns Johnson, when
power plays between leaders diminishes the

transparency into decisions, and uncertainty over

who's leading what starts to disengage staff,
"It's important to avoid making people

schizophrenic about who they report to and what

their objectives are," says Johnson. "It's the CFW (or

roundtabie) that owns the objectives and outcomes,

not the linear obiectives of individuals." Iilffi

Mark Story is a ffeelance writer from Western Australia.

Having grown from a one-man band in 1995 into a m
$35 million business wifi22O staff 12 years later, ffi
Melbourne-basedfacilitiesmaintenancecompany ffi$
UMS had little choice but to split its single- *"
entity structure into different service disciplines. ff i
Recognising that the company lacked a sales and
marketing focus across six key services and was losing
touch with customer needs, CEO Sam Furphy (pictured) decided to divlde the
company into three business units, each for a different market sector.

lronically, while each business unit now has its own management structure,
customers, suppliers, competitors, resources and business plans, the company
is also becoming a matrix organisation with cross-functional work groups (CFWs).

Furphy realised that Iittle purpose would be served by each business unit
having its own lI admin, HR, OHS and fleet management component. As a
result, a fourth cross-functional work group, Shared Services, has been formed
to provide business units wlth these centralised services.

Furphy says the organisation will look like a fleet of smaller battle cruisers;
light, nimble, each with its own commander, strategy and flexibility, but strongly
aligned to the overall strategy, direction and values of UMS.

"Sharing management know-how across the l ines means business units
can maintain their specific focus and contract Shared Seryices (or any other
division) to perform specific services under internal agreements," says Furphy.

Sitting above autonomous business units is lvlanex, a newly constructed
leadership group. Comprising the general managers of the (functional) business
units, Manex lets the company address specific business unit issues within the
context of broader business objectives.

Having convinced himself that functional departments and CFWS can operate
symbiotically within an organisation, Furphy believes that going with a 100 per
cent functional or 100 per cent cross-functional structure is not the optimum
solution for any business.
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